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Abstract
The simultaneous replacement transformation operation ii here denned and studied w.r.t normal programs. We give
applicability conditions able to ensure the correctness of the operation w.r.t. the set of logical consequences of the
completed database. We consider separately the cases in which the underlying language is infinite and finite; in this
latter case we also distinguish according to the kind of domain closure axioms adopted. As corollaries we obtain
results for Fitting's and Kunen's semantics. We also show how simultaneous replacement can mimic other transfor-
mation operations such as thinning, fattening and folding, thus producing applicability conditions for them too.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The replacement operation

The replacement operation was introduced for transforming definite programs by Tamaki and
Sato in [20] and after that it was rather neglected by people working on program transforma-
tions apart from Sato himself [18], Maher [16] and Gardner and Shepherdson [12]. Replace-
ment consists in substituting a conjunction of literals, in the body of a clause, with another
conjunction. It is a very general transformation able to mimic many other operations, such as
thinning, fattening [3] and folding.

Some applicability conditions are necessary in order to ensure the preservation of the se-
mantics through the transformation. Such conditions depend on the semantics we associate to
the program. In the literature we find different proposals. In [20] definite programs are con-
sidered; the applicability condition requires the replaced atom C and the replacing atom D to
be logically equivalent in P and that the size of the smallest proof tree for C is greater than or
equal to the size of the smallest proof tree for D. Gardner and Shepherdson [12] give different
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conditions for preserving procedural (SLDNF) semantics and the declarative one. Such con-
ditions are based on Clark's (two-valued) completion of the program. Also Maher [16, 17]
studies replacement w.r.t. Success set, Finite Failure Set, Ground Finite Failure Set and Per-
fect Model semantics. Sato [ 18] considers also replacement of formulas whose equivalence
can be proved in first-order logic and does not depend on the program. Bossi et al. studied
the correctness of this operation w.r.t. the S-semantics for definite programs [4], Fitting's se-
mantics [5] and the well-founded semantics for normal programs [9].

Here we study simultaneous replacement which consists in performing many replacements
all at the same time, and define applicability conditions able to guarantee the correct applica-
tion of the operation in normal programs with respect to the semantics of the logical conse-
quences of the program completion (Kunen's semantics). We also take into consideration the
case in which we adopt some domain closure axioms, this will allow us to draw conclusions
for Fitting's semantics as well. As a side-effect, we also provide a characterization of program
equivalence w.r.t. Kunen's semantics by referring solely to the Kleene's sequence of Fitting's
operator $p .

A basic requirement for the applicability of replacement is that the replaced and replacing
parts are equivalent with respect to the considered semantics. But this alone is not sufficient
to avoid the risk of introducing a loop. For this reason we introduce two new concepts: the se-
mantic delay between two conjunctions of literals and the dependency degree of a conjunction
of literals w.r.t. a clause: the applicability conditions for replacement we propose compare the
semantic delay between the two conjunctions of literals and the dependency degree of the re-
placed part with the clause to be transformed. In this way it is possible to characterize some
situation in which 'there is no space to introduce a loop'. Such applicability conditions are un-
decidable in general, but decidable syntactic conditions can be derived for special cases. For
instance in [5] we consider two such cases when replacement simulates folding, while in [7]
these results are used for proving the correctness of an unfold/fold transformation sequence
w.r.t. Fitting's semantics.

1.2 Structure of the paper

In Section 2 the main definitions related to the semantics given by the program's completion
are briefly recalled. In Section 3 we restrict ourselves to the case of an infinite language, de-
fine equivalence among programs and characterize it via the three-valued operator $ p . In
Section 4 simultaneous replacement is introduced and the correctness of a transformation op-
eration is defined. Then we state and prove the results on the correctness and completeness
of the operation w.r.t. to the considered semantics. We also show how reversible folding and
recursive folding can be dealt with as special cases of the replacement operation. In Section 5
we consider the case of a finite language and henceforth the semantics given by the program's
completion together with some closure axioms. Both DCA and WDCA are considered and the
results of Section 4 are reformulated for such cases. In Section 6 some examples are provided
and it is shown also how thinning and fattening can be seen as special cases of replacement,
thus yielding, as a consequence, conditions for a safe application of these operations to normal
programs. A short conclusion follows. Part of the proofs are given in the Appendices.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of logic programming; through-
out the paper we use the standard terminology of [ 15] and [1]. We consider normal programs,
that is finite collections of normal rules, A «- L i , . . . , Lm. where A is an atom and Ly,..., Lm

are literals. Symbols with a ~ on top denote tuples of objects, for instance x denotes a tuple
of variables x\,..., xn, and x = y stands for x\ = t/i A . . . A xn = yn. We also adopt the
usual logic programming notation that uses "," instead of A, hence a conjunction of literals
L\ A . . . A Ln will be denoted by L\,..., Ln or by L.

In this paper we always work with three-valued logic: the truth values are then true, false
and undefined. We adopt the truth tables of [13], which can be summarized as follows: the
usual logical connectives have value true (or false) when they have that value in ordinary two-
valued logic for all possible replacements of undefined by true or false, otherwise they have
the value undefined.

Three-valued logic allows us to define connectives that do not exist in two-valued logic.
In particular in the sequel we use the symbol O corresponding to Lukasiewicz's operator
of 'having the same truth value': a o b is true if a and b are both true, both false or both
undefined; in any other case a •£> b is false. As opposed to this, the usual «-> is undefined
when one of its arguments is undefined.

In some cases we restrict our attention to formulas which we consider 'well-behaving' in
the three-valued semantics. The next definition is intended for characterizing such formulas.

DEFINITION 2.1

• A logic connective O is allowed iff the following property holds: when aOb is true or
false then its truth value does not change if the interpretation of one of its argument is
changed from undefined to true or false.

• A first-order formula is allowed iff it contains only allowed connectives.

Note that any formula containing the connective <=> is not allowed, while formulas built
with the usual logic connectives are allowed.

Allowed formulas can be seen as monotonic functions over the lattice on the set { undefined,
true, false) which has undefined as bottom element and true and false are not comparable.

2.2 Completion for normal programs

In this paper we consider as semantics for a normal logic program P the set of all logical
consequences of its completion Cornp(P) [8]; the problem of the consistency of Comp(P)
is here avoided by using three-valued logic instead of the classical two-valued logic.

The usual Clark's completion definition is extended to three-valued logic by replacing ++ ,
in the completed definitions of the predicates, with •» . This saves Cornp(P) from the in-
consistencies that it can have in two-valued logic. For example the program P = {pi- -ip.}
has Comp(P) = {p •» ->p} which has a model with p undefined.

DEFINITION 2.2

Let P be a program and p(ti) <- B\,..., p(i r) t- BT be all the clauses which define predicate
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symbol p in P. The completed definition of p is

r

t=i

where x are new variables and j / ^ are the variables in p(U) <- Bi.
If P contains no clause denning p, then the completed definition of p is

p(x) O false.

The completed definition of a predicate is a first-order formula that contains the equality
symbol; hence, in order to interpret '=' correctly, we also need an equality theory. First recall
that a language C is determined by a set of function and predicate symbols of fixed arities.
Constants are treated as 0-ary function symbols.

DEFINITION 2.3

CET,c, Clark's Equality Theory for the language £, consists of the axioms:

• f(xi,...,xn) ^ g{yi,...,ym) for all distinct / , g in £;

• f(xi,...,xn) = f(yi,...,yn) -+ ( i i -yi) A . . . A ( x n = j /n) for a l l / in £;
• 1 / t(x) for all terms t(x) distinct from x in which x occurs;

together with the usual equality axioms, that are needed in order to interpret correctly ' = ' ,
which are reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and (x = y) -> (/(£) = /(j/)) for all functions
and predicate symbols / in £.

Note that ' = ' is always interpreted as two valued, since an expression of the form t = s,
with t, s ground terms cannot be undefined.

DEFINITION 2.4

The Clark's completion ofP w.r.t. the language £, Compc(P) consists in the conjunction of
the completed definition of all the predicates in P together with CET£.

2.3 The language problem

The semantics determined by Comp(P) depends on the underlying language C, and when L
is finite (that is, when it contains only a finite number of functions symbols) the equality theory
which is incorporated in Comp(P) is not complete. This problem can be solved by adding to
Comp(P) some domain closure axioms which are intended to restrict the interpretation of the
quantification to £-terms. The situation is further complicated by the fact that in the literature
we find two different kind of such axioms: the strong (DCA) and the weak (WDCA) ones. In
total there exist three different 'main' approaches, namely we may:

(a) Consider an infinite language, with no domain closure axioms. This is the approach
followed by Kunen [14].

(b) Consider a finite language and adopt the weak domain closure axioms (WDCA). This
has been studied by Shepherdson [19], and the results are similar to the ones found for the
case of an infinite language (case (a) above).

(c) Consider a finite language and adopt the strong domain closure axioms (DCA). This was
studied by Fitting in the case that £ coincides with the language of the program £ (P ) ; this
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semantics is commonly known as Fitting's model semantics. His results can also be applied
in the case in which £ is larger than C(P).

In this paper we consider the three cases separately: first we analyse the case in which the
language is infinite, then in Section 6 we discuss how the results have to be modified when
we drop the infiniteness assumption.

2.4 Fitting's operator

Fitting's operator can be considered the three-valued counterpart of the usual (two-valued) im-
mediate consequence operator Tp, and it is extremely useful for characterizing the semantics
we are going to refer to in the sequel. We begin with the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.5

Let £ be a language. A three-valued (or partial) C-interpretation, I, is a mapping from the
ground atoms of £ into the set {true, false, undefined).

A partial interpretation / is represented by an ordered couple, (T, F), of disjoint sets of
ground atoms. The atoms in T (resp. F) are considered to be true (resp. false) in / . T is the
positive part of I and is denoted by I+; equivalently F is denoted by I~. Atoms which do
not appear in either set are considered to be undefined.

If / and J are two partial £-interpretations, then / D J is the three-valued £-interpretation
given by ( / + n J+, I~ n J~), IU J is the three-valued £-interpretation given by ( / + U J+,
I~ U J~) and we say that I C J iff J = / n J, that is iff I+ C J+ and I~ C J~.

The underlying universe of an £-interpretation is the universe of £-terms, consequently
when we say that a first-order formula <f> is true in / , / ^ <p, we mean that the quantifiers of
<f> are ranging over the Herbrand Universe of £.

We now give a definition of Fitting's operator [11]. In the sequel of the paper we write
3 y B6 as a shorthand for (3 y B)6, that is, unless explicitly stated, the quantification applies
always before the substitution. We denote by Var(E) the set of all the variables in an expres-
sion E and by C(P) the (finite) language consisting of the functions and predicate symbols
actually occurring in the program P.

DEFINITION 2.6

Let P be a normal program, £ a language that contains C(P), and I a three-valued ^interpre-
tation. $p(I) is the three-valued £-interpretation defined as follows:

• A ground atom A is true in $P(I), (A 6 $ P ( / ) + )
iff there exists a clause c : B «- L. in P whose head unifies with A, 6 = mgu(A, B), and
3 Hi LO is true in /
where to is the set of local variables of c, w = Var(L)\Var(B).

• A ground atom A is false in $p ( / ) , (A £ $ P ( J )~ )
iff for all clauses c : B 4- L in P for which there exists 9 = mgu(A, B) we have that
3w L$ is false in /
where w is the set of local variables of c, w = Var(L)\Var(B).

Note that # p depends on the language £. It would actually be more appropriate to write
$ p instead of $ p , but then the notation would become more cumbersome.
We adopt the standard notation:
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• $p ( / ) = U5<a$p(7), when a is a limit ordinal.

When the argument is omitted, we assume it to be the empty interpretation (0,0): $ p =
$p(0,0).

$ p is a monotonic operator, that is / C J implies $P(I) Q $ p ( J)\ it follows that the
Kleene's sequence # p , $ p , . . . , $ p , . . . , $ p , . . . is monotonically increasing and it converges
to the least fixpoint of $ p . Hence there always exists an ordinal a such that lfp{$P) — $p .
Since # p is monotone but not continuous, a could be greater than u>.

The <£p operator characterizes the three-valued model semantics of Compc(P), in fact Fit-
ting in [11] shows that the three-valued Herbrand models of Compc(P) are exactly the fix-
points of $p ; it follows that any program has a least (w.r.t.. C) three-valued Herbrand model,
which coincides with the least fixed point of $p . This model is usually referred to as Fitting's
model.

EXAMPLE 2.7

Let P be the following program:

P={ n(0).
n(s(X)) <-
q «-

And let C = C(P). We have that

*°P =(0 ,0) .
&P =(WO)},0) .
$2P =({n(O),n(a(O))},0).

3 Semantic issues
In this section and in the following one, we will always refer to a fixed but unspecified infinite
language £, that we assume contains all the function symbols of the programs we are consid-
ering. Here by infinite language, we mean a language that contains infinitely many function
symbols (including those of arity 0).

Later, in Section 5, we discuss the problems that arise when the language is finite and we
show how the results we give here have to be modified in order to be applied in this other
context.

The aim of this section is to define and characterize program's equivalence, this will provide
the theoretical background for the analysis of the correctness of the transformation. The result
we prove here is partially a strengthening of [18, Proposition 3.4] (however, in [18] the more
general setting of first-order programs under any base theory is considered).

As far as we are concerned in this paper, the semantics of a normal program P is the set
of logical consequences of Compc(P)- Consequently, program's equivalence is defined as
follows.
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DEFINITION 3.1

We say that P and P' are equivalent iff for each allowed formula <f>

• Compc(P) (= <t> iff Compc(P') \= <f>.

Three-valued program completion semantics in the case of an infinite language has been
studied by Kunen [14] and successively by Shepherdson [19]. For this reason, following the
literature, we refer to it as Kunen's semantics. The main result is the following.

THEOREM 3.2 ([14])
Let P be a normal program and (f> an allowed formula

• Compc{P) \= 4> iff for some integer n, $ £ |= 4>.

PROOF. This is basically Theorem 6.3 in [14], however, in [14] it is assumed that the language
contains a countably infinite number of symbols of each arity. Later, Shepherdson noticed that
the result holds for any infinite language [19, Theorem 5b]. I

Equivalence of two programs can be inferred by comparing the Kleene's sequences of the
$ p operator.

THEOREM 3.3

Let Pi and P2 be two normal programs.
If

then for all <j>,
Compc(Pi) (= 4> implies Compc{P2) (= <P

where <f> ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and m are quantified over natural num-
bers.

PROOF. Let us assume Vn 3m $p t C <E>̂ , and let <p be any allowed formula such that
Compc{P\) \= 4>- By Theorem 3.2, there exists an integer n such that $ P l f= <j>; by the
hypothesis there exists an m such that $ P i C $ ^ , hence $ ^ |= <j>.
Again, by Theorem 3.2, this implies that Compel) |= 4>- I

A similar result has been proved by Sato in [ 18] where the more general setting of first-order
programs under any base theory is considered.

Interestingly, also the inverse implication holds. As the proof is quite long, we defer it to
Appendix A.

THEOREM 3.4

Let Pi and P? be two normal programs.
If for all <f>,

Campci.Pi) (= <f> implies Compc{P2) \= 4>

then

where <j> ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and m are quantified over natural num-
bers.

PROOF. The proof is given in Appendix A. I
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These results allow us to characterize program equivalence: following Sato [18], we say
that two programs Pi, P2 are chain equivalent iff Vn 3m $p t C $ ^ and $pa I> $ J V
Using this notation, from the previous theorems, we immediately have the following.

COROLLARY 3.5

Let Pi and Pa be normal programs, then

• Pi and P2 are equivalent iff they are chain equivalent.

Notice that, given two programs-Pi, Pj, the fact that $'pi = <£'£J is necessary but not suffi-
cient to ensure that Pi is equivalent to Pj . This is due to the fact that the set of ground atomic
logical consequences of Compc(P) (which coincide with $p) is not sufficient to fully char-
acterize Kunen's semantics of a program P . Consider for instance the following two pro-
grams [14]: Pi = {void(s(X)) t - void(X).} and P2 = {void(X) *- / .} where the pred-
icate/ has no clause defining it in either programs, and consequently it is always false. For
any term t, the predicate void(t) is false before $ ^ , and indeed we have that S ^ = $'^J,
however Pi is not equivalent to P2, in fact we have that Compel) \= V X -<void(X) while
Compc (Pi) £ V X -TVoid(X). This is reflected by the fact that $ ^ (= V X ^void(X) while
there is no integer n such that $p t ^ V X-*void(X). Indeed, Pi has a model which contains,
besides the (representation of) natural numbers, also an infinite chain of terms U such that for
each i, void(U) is true.

4 Correctness of the replacement operation

4.1 The simultaneous replacement operation

The replacement operation has been introduced by Tamaki and Sato in [20] for definite pro-
grams. Syntactically it consists in substituting a conjunction, C, of literals with another one,
D, in the body of a clause. Similarly, simultaneous replacement consists in substituting a
set of conjunctions of literals { C i , . . . , C n } , with another corresponding set of conjunctions
{Di,..., Dn} in the bodies of some clauses {cl\,..., clp} of a program P . We assume that
if t 7̂  j then Ci and Cj do not overlap, even if they may actually represent identical literals,
that is, they are either in different clauses or in disjoint subsets of the same clause.

Note that, because of the semantics we consider, the order of literals in the bodies of the
clauses is irrelevant.

Correctness of a transformation
Assume P' is obtained by transforming P, then Definition 3.1 (program equivalence) is used
to define the correctness of a transformation operation as follows.

DEFINITION 4.1
Let P , P' be normal programs. Suppose that P' is obtained by applying a transformation
operation to P . We say that the transformation is

• Partially Correct when for each allowed formula <p, if Compc(P') |= 4> then also
Compc(P) \=.4>.

• Complete whenforeachallowedformula0,ifComp£(P) ^ <p then also Compc(P') |=
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• Totally Correct or Safe when it is both partially correct and complete. This is the case in
which P and P' are equivalent.

Note that the transformation is partially correct if all the information contained in (the seman-
tics of) P' was already present in (the semantics of) P , that is if no new knowledge was added
to the program during the transformation. On the other hand the transformation is complete
if no information is lost during the transformation.

4.2 Partial correctness

When we replace the conjunction C with D in the body of a clause, we are actually replac-
ing a subformula inside a formula, the clause itself. Clearly, some conditions are needed to
guarantee the safeness of the operation. When we abstract from the particular context, that
is from the specific clause where the replacement occurs, a natural condition for replacing a
(possibly open) formula x by a (possibly open) formula <f> is their equivalence in the sense of
the following definition.

Before stating it we need to establish some further notation: given the formulas (,, x and <fi,
we denote by C[<A/x] m e formula obtained from £ by replacing all occurrences of the subfor-
mula x by <f>.

DEFINITION 4.2 (equivalence of formulas)
Let X' 4> be first order formulas. We say that

• x is less specific or equal to <f> w.r.t. Compc(P), x ^Compc(P) </>, iff for each allowed
formula £ and each substitution a,

Compc(P) \= Qa implies Compc{P) |=

x is equivalent to 4> w.r.t. Compc(P), X -Compc(P) <f>< i f f X lcompc(P) <t> and
<t> ^Compc(P) X-

The following example shows how the problem of the equivalence of formulas naturally
arises when using the replacement operation.

EXAMPLE 4.3

Let us consider the following program:

ml(El,[El\Tail],s(O)).
ml(El, [X | Tail],s(N)) «- ml(El, Tail, N).
m2iEl,[El\Tail]).
m2{El, [X | Tail}) <- m2{El, Tail),

d: common jelement(Ll,L2) i-ml{El,Ll,Nl),ml(El,L2,N2).

Both predicates ml and m.2 behave like 'member' predicates. The only difference between
the two is that m l 'reports', as third argument, the location where element El has been found.
As far as the definition of commonjelement goes, this is totally unnecessary, and we can
replace the conjunction ml(El, LI, Nl), ml(El, L2, N2) with the conjunction m2(El, LI),
m2(El, L2) in the body of d, without affecting the semantics of the program. In practice we
want to replace clause d with

d' : commonMement(Ll, L2) <- m2(El, Ll),m2(El, L2).
Now observe that the completed definition of common .element before the transformation is

commonjdement(Ll,L2) o 3 N , M.ml{El,Ll,N),ml(El,L2,M), (4.1)
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while after the transformation it is

commonjelement(L\, L2) o m2(El, Ll),m2(El, L2). (4.2)

When applying a replacement we want the replacing conjunction to be semantically
equivalent to the replaced one. In this particular case we can formalize this statement by re-
quiring the equivalence of the two 'bodies', (4.1) and (4.2), of the completed definition of
common ^dement, that is, we require that

BN, M.ml{El,Ll,N),ml(El,L2,M) ^ComVC(P) m2(El,Ll),m2(El,L2). (4.3)

Which is easy to prove true.

In (4.3) we have specified two existentially quantified variables: N and M which are lo-
cal to the replaced conjunct. If we didn't do so, (4.3) would not hold, as ml(El, LI, N),
ml(El, L2, M) ¥comPC(P) m2(El, Ll),m2(El, L2). In the sequel, when replacing, say,
C with D, we always specify a set £ of 'local' variables, which are variables that can appear
in either C or D (or both) but cannot occur in the rest of the clause where C is found. Conse-
quently, our first requirement is the equivalence of 3 x C and 3 x D. Such an equivalence is
weaker than the equivalence between C and D, but still sufficient for our purposes.

We now formalize this concept of local variables for simultaneous replacement. First let us
establish the notation we will use throughout the paper.

NOTATION 4.4

P is the normal program we want to transform.

C\,..., C n are the conjunctions of literals we want to replace with D\,..., Dn.
{cli,..., dp) is the subset of P consisting of the clauses that are going to be affected by the
transformation.
P' is the result of the transformation.

DEFINITION 4.5 (locality property)
Referring to Notation 4.4, we say that a set of variables ii satisfies the locality property with

respect to Ci and Di if the following holds:

• ii C Var(Ci) U Var(Di) and the variables in i{ do not occur anywhere else neither in
the clause clj, where d is found, nor, after replacement, in cl'j, where Di is found.

Note that the locality property^is trivially satisfied when £; is empty. Note also that the
locality property implies that if Ch and C* occur in the same clause then the corresponding
£h and x* are disjoint.

Before we state the result on partial correctness, we have to give a characterization of the
equivalence of formulas w.r.t. Kunen's semantics, which refers solely to the Kleene sequence
of the operator $ P . Here we denote by FV(x) the set of free variables in a formula x-

LEMMA 4.6

Let P be a normal program, x< <P be first-order allowed formulas and x = {xi,... ,Xk} =
FV(x) U FV((f>), The following statements are equivalent

(a) X lCompc(P) 4><

(b)Vn3mVf $£ (= (-.)x(t/i) implies $£ (= H<p(i/x);
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where n, m are quantified over natural numbers and i is quantified over k-tuples of £-terms.

PROOF. The proof is given in Appendix A. I

We can finally state the result on partial correctness of the replacement operation we_were
aiming at. As we anticipated at the beginning of this Section, when replacing C with D, our
first requirement is the equivalence of 3 x C and 3 x D, where x is a set of variables satisfying
the locality property. However, if we are only interested in proving the partial correctness of
the operation, a partial equivalence (namely, that 3 x D -<Compc(P) 3 x C) is perfectly
sufficient This is shown by the following theorem. Again we adopt Notation 4.4.

THEOREM 4.7 (partial correctness)
If for each d 6 {C\,..., C n } , there exists a (possibly empty) set of variables ii satisfying

the locality property w.r.t. Cx and Di such that

then the simultaneous replacement operation is partially correct.

PROOF. First let us make the following observation. With the exception of clauses {cl\,...,
dp}, P is just like P'. Hence if for each i, 3 xt Ci and 3 i{ D{ had the same meaning in a
given interpretation I (that is, if / (= 3 x, C, •» 3 %i Di), then we would have that 3>p(/) =
$ P , ( J ) . It follows that whenever $P{I) ^ $ P , (/), there has to be an index j such that
3 £j Cj and 3 x} Dj have different meanings in / . This idea is formalized and extended in
the following Lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix A.

LEMMA 4.8

Let / , / ' be two partial interpretations. If/' C / but $p'(I') % $p(I), then there exist a

conjunction Cj € {C\,... ,Cn} and a ground substitution 8 such that:

• either/' (= 3%, 5,6, while I^3£j Cj9;

• or / ' |= - d z j Dj6, while / ^ ->3XJ CjO.

Now we proceed with the proof, which is by contradiction. By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 the op-
eration is partially correct iff Vn 3m $ p I) $p, , so let us suppose there exist two integers
i and j such that

$ P D $J
P, and for all integers I, $'p 2 ^p t 1 •

Clearly it also follows that

for all integers I, $ p f i + 1 2 &J1-

Since ^ p t ^ ^ p ^ f ^ , , ) , $ P D $p, and <f>P, is monotone, we have that <J>P,($p) 3 ^p t 1 ,
hence

for all integers/, $ P ( $ ' / ' ) 2 $p-($ l
P) .

Since 3 ^ * D $*p, from Lemma 4.8, it follows that for each integer I there exist an integer
j{l) £ { 1 , . . . , n} and a ground substitution 6i such that:

3ij(;) Dj(i)6i is true {or false) in $ p , while (4.4)

3 ij(i) Cj(t)6i is not true (resp. false) in
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By hypothesis 3 x^ D^t) r<comP£(P) =* i^i) Cj(i), we can then apply Lemma 4.6 to the
left-hand side of (4.4). It follows that there has to be an integer r such that for each /,

3 ij(i) Cj(i)0i is true (resp false) in $r
p\

but when / satisfies / + i > r, we have that $p"* D $ p and hence

for each / such that I + i > r, 3 ij^ Cj^Oi is true (resp false) in

This contradicts (4.4). I

An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7 is the following simple corollary on total cor-
rectness.

COROLLARY 4.9

Using Notation 4.4, if for each C< G {C\,..., Cn}, there exists a (possibly empty) set of

variables £i satisfying the locality property w.r.t. d and Di such that

then P is equivalent to P ' iff, for each t, 3 x\ Di —compc(.P') 3£iCi.

PROOF.'if. From the assumption that 3 i i 5 , *iCompc(p) 3 £j Ci and Theorem 4.7 it fol-
lows that for each allowed formula <f>, if Compc(P') f= $ then Compc(P) p <j>- Now P can
be re-obtained from P1 by replacing each Di with Cu moreover each set of variables ii satis-
fies the locality property w.r.t. Ci and Di also in P ' . Since by hypothesis 3 x; Di —cOmVC (P')
3 XiCi, from Theorem 4.7 it also follows that, if Compc(P) \= <p,thenCompc{P') p 4>-

'only if. It is easy to see that if 3 i ; i?i =*CoTnpc(p) 3 x» Ci and P is equivalent to P '

Roughly speaking, this corollary states that if the replacing and the replaced conjunctions
are equivalent both in the initial and the resulting program, then the transformation is safe.

Of course this result requires some knowledge of the the semantics of the resulting program
and therefore it is not quite satisfactory: what we want are applicability conditions for the re-
placement operation which are based solely on the semantic properties of the initial program.
To this is devoted the rest of this section.

4.3 Semantic delay and dependency degree

As we proved in the previous section, if x is a set of variables that satisfies the locality property,
the equivalence of 3 x C and 3 x D w.r.L Compc (P) is sufficient to guarantee the partial
correctness of the replacement. Unfortunately this is not enough to ensure total correctness.

This is shown by the next example.

EXAMPLE 4.10

Let P be the following definite program:

P = { P <- 9-
cl : qt-r.

r. )
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Let also £ = C(P). In this case p, q and r are all true in all the models of Compc{P), they
are actually equivalent w.r.t. Compc(P)- However, if we replace r with p in the body of cl
we obtain

P' = { p*-q.
d': q*-p.

}

which is by no means equivalent to the previous program. In fact we have introduced a loop
and p and q are no longer true in all the models of Compc(P)-

In order to obtain the desired completeness results we introduce two more concepts: the
semantic delay and the dependency degree. They are meant to express relations between first-
order formulas, such as conjunctions of literals, in terms of their semantic properties.
Consider the following definite program:

P = { m(X) <- n(s{X)).
n(0).
n(s(X)) <- „(*•). }

The predicates m and n have exactly the same meaning, but in order to refute the goal
<- m(s(0)). we need four resolution steps, while for refuting <- n(s(O)). two steps are suf-

ficient. Each time <- n(t). has a refutation (or finitely fails) with j resolution steps, <- m(t).
has a refutation (or fails) with k resolution steps, where A; < j'< + 2. By transposing this idea
into the three valued semantics we are adopting, we have that each time n(t) is true (orfalse)
in $p, m(t) is true (resp. false) in $p

+7. We can formalize this intuitive idea by saying that
the semantic delay ofm w.r.t. nis2.

D E F I N I T I O N 4.11 (Semantic delay in $P)

Let P be a normal program, x and <p be first-order formulas, and x = {xi,...,Xk} = FV(x) u

FV(4>)- Suppose that <j> lcompc(P) X-

• The semantic delay ofxw.t. <p in $ p is the least integer k such that, for each integer n
and each k-tuple of £-terms i:
if $ P |= H<t>(i/i), then *P

+fc \= Hx(i/x).

Notice that since we are assuming that <p ^Compc(P) X< 'f 4>{i/z) is true m some $ p , then
there has to exists an integer m such that x{i/x) is true m $JD •

Intuitively, 4>(i/x) is true in $ p iff its truth has been proved from scratch in at most n steps.
The semantic delay of x w.r.t. <p shows how many steps later than <p(i/x) we determine the
truth value ofx{t/x) (at worse).

EXAMPLE 4.12

Let P be the following program:

P={ P(O). 9(0).
p(s(0)). q(s(X))
p(s(s(X)))

p and q both compute natural numbers, and p{X) —comPC(P) g(-X"). but while g(sfc(0))

is true starting from $ P
+ 1 , p(sfc(0)) is true starting from $ (p / 2 ) + 1 . The delay of p(X) w.r.t
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q(X) in $p is zero, in fact if for some ground term t and integer n, q(t) is true (resp. false)
in $ p , then p(t) is also true (resp. /afoe) in <£p. Vice versa, the delay of q(X) w.r.t. p(X) is
not definable, in fact there exists no integer m < w such that if, for some ground term t and
integer n, p(t) is true (resp. /atre) in $ P , then g(£) is frue (resp. false) in $ p

+ m .

A simple property of semantic delay which is used in the sequel is the following.

LEMMA 4.13

If d : A «- L. is the only clause in a program P whose head unifies with an atom A, and w

is the set of variables local to the body of d, w = Var(L)\Var(A), then

• the delay of A w.r.t. 3 u; L in $ p is one.

PROOF. It is a straightforward application of the definition of Fitting's operator, since, by Def-
inition 2.6, for all integers r and substitutions 6, (3tD L)6 is true (false) in $ p iff A9 is true
(fabe) in $ p

+ 1 . I

Now we want to introduce one further concept: the dependency degree. Let us consider the
following normal program:

P = { cl: p <- -><7, s.
c2: q <- r.
c3: r.
c4: s <- 9- }

The definitions of the atoms p, q, s and r, all depend from clause c3. Informally we could say
that the dependency degree of the predicate p over clause c2> is two, as the shortest derivation
path from a clause having head p to c3 contains two arcs: the first from cl to c2, through the
negative literal ->g; the second from c2, to c3, through the atom r. Similarly, the dependency
degree of q and s on c3 are, respectively, one and two and the dependency degree of r on c3
is zero. The next definition formalizes this intuitive notion. The atom A and the clause cl are
assumed to be standardized apart.

DEFINITION 4.14 (Dependency degree)
Let P be a program, cl a clause of P and /I an atom. The dependency degree of A (and ->A)
on cl, depenp(A, cl), is

0 if A unifies with the head of cl;

n+1 if A does not unify with the head of cl and n is the least integer such that there exists a
clause C«— C\,..., C*. in P, whose head unifies with A via mgu, say, 6, and, for some
i, depenp(Ct8,cl) = n;

u) when there exists no such n. In this case we say that A is independent from cl.

Now let L = L\,..., L n be a conjunction of literals. The dependency degree of L on cl is
equal to the least dependency degree of one of its elements on cl, depenp(L, cl) =
inf{depenP(Lt, cl), where 1 < t < n}. Similarly, Z is independent from cl iff all its com-
ponents are independent from cl.

The following example shows how the concepts of dependency degree and semantic delay
can be used to prove the safeness of the replacement operation.
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EXAMPLE 4.15

Consider the following normal program:

P = { d: p(X) <-
cl: r i-

where d is the only clause defining the predicate symbol p.
By Lemma 4.13, p(X) ^comPC(P) ~"7P0- N o w - i f w e replace ->q(t) with p(t) in cl, we
obtain the following program:

P' = { d: p(X) f- ^q(X).
cl: r < - . . . , p ( 0 , . - -

which has the same Kunen's semantics as the previous one, that is the set of logical conse-
quences of Compc(P) and of Compc(P') are identical. This holds even if the definition of
p is not independent from cl; that is, even if we are exposed to the risk of introducing a loop,
losing completeness. But in this case we can show that 'there is no room for introducing a
loop'; in fact

• the dependency degree ofp on cl (this is how big the loop would be) is greater or equal
to the semantic delay ofp(X) w.r.t. -iq(X) (this can be seen as the 'space' where the loop
would have to be introduced).

By Lemma 4.13 the delay of p(X) w.r.L -<q(X) in $ p is one; moreover, since d is the only
clause defining the predicate p and d / cl, depenp(p(X), cl) > 0, thus satisfying the above
conditions.

4.4 Completeness

The aim of this section is to provide a completeness result which formalizes the idea outlined
in Example 4.15 and that matches with Theorem 4.7. Throughout this section we adopt No-
tation 4.4.

Let us first state a few simple results.
The first remark states that when a conjunction of literals L is independent from clauses

{cl\,... ,clp] then its meaning does not change when replacing {cli,... ,clp} with {cl[,...,

REMARK 4.16

Let L be a conjunction of literals independent from the clauses {cli,... ,clp) in P . Let w =

Var(L), Then, for each ordinal a,

• $£f=(-,)3uiL iff $£, f=(-.)3u)Z.

The following lemma represents an important step in the proof of the completeness result.
Let / be an ^-interpretation and B a ground atom that can be proved true (orfalse), starting

from / , in m steps, that is, B is true in $ p (/). The lemma states that if the dependency level
of B on {cli, • • • ,clp} is greater or equal to m, then the clauses {cli,... ,clv) cannot have
been used in the proof of B, hence B is true in <£p, (/) too.
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LEMMA 4.17

Let B be a ground atom, m a natural number such that

depenP(B, {di , . . . , clp}) > m

then
• B is true (resp. false) in $ £ (/) iff 5 is true (resp. /ake) in $£, (7).

PROOF. The proof is by induction on m.
The base of the induction (m = 0) is trivial, since $°P,(I) = $p(7) = 7.
Induction step: m > 0. We will now proceed as follows: in a) we show that if B is true

(resp. not false) in $p(7), then it is also true (resp. not false) in $p,(7). That is, we show
that if B is true in $p (/), then it is also true in $p,(7); and, by contradiction, that if B is
false in $p,(7), then it is also false in $p(7). In (b) we consider the converse implications.
This will be sufficient to prove the thesis.

(a) Let us assume B true (resp. not false) in $p (7). There has to be a clause c £ P and
a ground substitution 7 such that head{c)~f = B and body(c)j is true (resp. not/aisc) in
^ P " 1 (/). It follows that, for each literal L belonging to body(c)f.

- L is true (resp. not false) in ^ p " ^ / ) ;
- depenp(L, {cii,..., clp}) > m - 1.

Then, from the inductive hypothesis, each L is true (resp. not false) in $p1,~1(/).
Since depenp(B, {cl\,... ,clp}) >m>0,B does not unify with the head of any clause

in{ci i , . . . ,d p}, that isc £ { d i , . . . , d p } . Hence c G P' and B is true (not false) in $p/( / ) .
(b) Now we have to prove that if B is frue (not/aire) in $p, (/), then it is also true (not

/aisc) in $p (/). This part is omitted as it is perfectly symmetrical to the previous one. I

The previous lemma leads to the following generalization.

LEMMA 4.18

Let L be a conjunction of literals, w = Var(L) and / be an /^-interpretation. Suppose that,

for some integer m, depenp(L, {cli,... ,clp}) > m, then,

• $ £ ( / ) | = (-i)3 u)Z iff *£ ( / ) t= ( - . )3 iSZ .

PROOF. Let L = L i , . . . , Ly Observe that depenP(L, {di,..., clp}) > m implies that for
t e [l1j],depenp(Li,{cli,...,clp}) > m.

Suppose first that 3w) L is true in $ p ( / ) . Then for some ground substitution 6, with
Dom{8) = w, L6 is true in Qp1 (I). Then for i G [l , j] , Li0 is true in $p(7), and by Lemma
4.17, it is true also in $p, (7). Hence the conjunction L9 is true in $p,(7). It follows that
3uiZism«?in$P

I , (7).
Now suppose that 3u) L is false in <£p(7). Then for each ground substitution 0, with

Dom{9) = w, L9 is false in $p(7). That is, for each of the above 0, there exists an t G [l,j]
such that Lid is false in $p(7). By Lemma 4.17 Li6 is also/afae in $p/(7). Hence Z# is
false in $£, (7). It follows that 3 w L is false in $£, (7). I

We can now state the completeness result. As before, we refer to Notation 4.4.
Recall that, when replacing C with D, in order to prove the partial correctness of the re-

placement operation, we required that 3 x D -<comVC(P) 3 i 7?, where x is a set of vari-
ables satisfying the locality property. It should be no surprise that to prove the complete-
n e s s ^ the operation we have to require the opposite side of the equivalence, namely that

3
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THEOREM 4.19 (Completeness)
If for each Ci € {Ci,..., Cn), there exists a (possibly empty) set of variables ii satisfying

the locality property w.r.t. Ci and Di such that

and if one of the following two conditions holds:

(a) {D\,. • • ,Dn} are all independent from the clauses {cl\,... ,clp}; or

(b) there exists an integer m such that, for each C, G {Ci,..., Cn), and each

- the delay of 3 ii Di w.r.t, 3 ii Ci in $ p is less or equal to m, and

- depenp(Di,dj) > m;

then the simultaneous replacement operation is complete.

PROOF. First we need to establish a lemma similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 4.7.
LEMMA 4.20

Let / , / ' be two partial interpretations. If / C / ' but $P(I) <£ $p<(/'), then there exist a

conjunction Cj € {Ci , . . . , Cn} and a ground substitution 9 such that:

• either / f= 3 £j CjB, while / ' ^ 3 ij Dj6;

• or / (= -Bij CjB, while / ' ^ ->3ij 5 ^ .

PROOF. The proof is identical to the one given in the Appendix A for Lemma 4.8 in Theorem
4.7, and it is omitted. I

Again the proof of the theorem is by contradiction. By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 the operation
is complete iff Vn 3 m $ p C $£,, so let us suppose that there exist two integers i and j
such that

$ l
P, D &p and for all integers/, $ £ ' + 1 2

Since ^p1" =$ P ($p) , from Lemma 4.20 we have that
for each integer / there exists an integer j(l) 6 { 1 , . . . , n} and a ground substitution 6i such
that

3£_,(/) Cj(i)8i is /rue (orfalse) in $p , while (4.5)

3xj(() Dj(i)Bi is not rrwe (resp. not/airc) in $pj ' .

Let us distinguish two cases.

(1) Hypothesis (a) is satisfied and each conjunction in {£>i,..., £>„} is independent from
{di,... ,dp}. By hypothesis 3 ii Ci -<Compc(P) 3 1 ; Dj, we can then apply Lemma 4.6
to the left-hand side of (4.5); it follows that there has to be an integer r such that for each /,

3£.,(/) Dj(i)8i is true {resp. false) in $ P .

From Remark 4.16, it follows that for each integer /, 3 ;£,(/) Dj^di is true (resp. false) in
# P , .
This contradicts (4.5); in fact, when t + / > r, by the monotonicity of $p/, we have that
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$p , C ^lpil and since 3 £j(i) Dj^6i is true (resp. false) in 3>p,, it must be true (resp. false)
in $•+'.

(2) Hypothesis (b) is satisfied. We know that for each integer /, the delay of 3xy(() Dj^

w.r.t 3 5j(i) Cj(i) is not greater than m, hence from the left-hand side of (4.5) it follows that,

for each /, 3 £,(/) Dj(i)8i is true or false in <&p
+m.

Since $F
+ T n = $ £ ( $ ^ ) , it follows that,

for each /, ^i}(i) Dj^Oi is frue (resp./afoe) in <£p($p).

depenp(Dj([)8i, { d i , . . . ,c/p}) > m, then, from Lemma 4.18 it follows that,

for each 2, 3 ij^ Dj^8i is true (resp. /aise) in <£>p/ ($^>).

Now $ p C $%
pi and $p/ is monotone, then,

for each I, 3 i m Dj(l)6l is true (resp. false) in $£, ($*P,) = $p
l ,+t ,

this contradicts the right-hand side of (4.5). I

Finally, from Theorems 4.7 and 4.19 we obtain the following safeness result for the replace-
ment operation.

COROLLARY 4.21 (applicability conditions for the replacement operation)
Using Notation 4.4, if for each C\ e {Ci,..., Cn}, there exists a (possibly empty) set of

variables x, satisfying the locality property w.r.t Ci and Di such that

3 i i A -Compc(P) ̂ XiCi

and one of the following two conditions holds:

1. {Di,.. ,Dn} are all independent from the clauses in {cli,... ,clp}; or

2. there exists an integer m such that, for each C, e { C i , . . . , C n } , and each d j 6 { d i , . . . ,

- the delay of 3 x; Di w.r.t. 3 ii C, in $P is less or equal to m, and
- depenp(D,,clj) > m;

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is P is equivalent to P'. •

Conditions 1 and 2 reflect two different ways in which we can guarantee that we are not
introducing dangerous loops. Condition 2 is automatically satisfied when, for each t, the se-
mantic delay of 3 Xi Di w.r.t. 3 i j C, i n $ p is zero. This is probably the most interesting situa-
tion in which it can be applied. Recall that the semantic delay of 3 i j Di w.r.t. 3 ii d shows
(for each 6) how many steps later than 3 x< dO, we determine the truth value of 3 ii D,0
(at worse). Therefore, when the delay is zero, we can determine the truth value of 3 x< Did
'faster' than the truth value 3 x< C;0. By stretching the notation we could say that in this case
3 ii Di is 'more efficient' than 3 ii Ci- By the above Corollary we have that if the replac-
ing conjunctions are 'equivalent to' and 'more efficient than' the replaced ones, then the re-
placement is safe. This fits well in a context where transformation operations are intended
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for increasing the performances of programs. Of course here we are referring to a bottom-up
way of determining truth values, while most resolutions methods employ a top-down search,
hence what is considered 'more efficient' here may not necessarily be 'more efficient' when
we actually run the program.

Other semantics
Corollary 4.21 can easily be applied to other declarative semantics. Basically what we need
is a definition of equivalence and semantic delay: any model theoretic semantics which can
be defined in terms of the Kleene sequence of some operator is potentially suitable. For ex-
ample the well-founded semantics is appropriate, while the two-valued completion semantics
(considered in [12]) is not, as it lacks a constructive definition. Of course, when we change
the semantics we refer to, the concept of equivalence of programs and formulas can differ sig-
nificantly.

Let us for example consider the S-semantics [10], a model theoretic reconstruction of the
computed answer semantics1. The S-semantics does not take into consideration the negative
information that can be inferred from (the completion of) a program. This influences signif-
icantly the applicability conditions of replacement. Consider for instance the following pro-
gram:

P = {cl: p^q,p.)

q has no definition and therefore it fails. If we eliminate q from the body of cl, we obtain

P' = {cl:

The S-semantics (as well as the least Herbrand model semantics) of P and P' coincide (they
are both empty as both p and q do not succeed in either program), so this transformation is
(S-)safe. Now let us show how the S-correspondent of Corollary 4.21 can be applied to this
situation: the transformation of P into P' can be seen as a replacement of q,p with p in the
body of cl, and we have that

- q, p is equivalent to p in the S-semantics of P (neither succeeds),
- the delay of p w.r.t. q,p in Tg(P)2 is zero,
- depenp(p,cl) = 0.

Hence the applicability conditions for the S-version of Corollary 4.21 are satisfied.
Now, if we switch back to Kunen's semantics, P is no longer equivalent to P', in fact,

Compc(P) |= ->p while Compc(P') \£ ->p. In the transformation we have lost some nega-
tive information, the replacement is therefore not (Kunen-)safe. Indeed, the applicability con-
ditions of Corollary 4.21 are not satisfied as

" 9 . P -Compc(P) P<
- the de lay of p w.r.t. q,p in 3>p is o n e . ( $ p |= ->(q,p), while <&P \= ->p),

-depenp(jj,cl) = 0.
Here the delay of p w.r.t. q,p is greater than depenp(p, cl) and consequently Corollary 4.21
is no longer applicable. This is due to the fact that, since we are now taking into account also
the negative information, the delay of p w.r.t q, p is no longer zero.

However, there exists a semantics, the well-founded semantics, that does take into consid-
eration negative information, but for which the above programs P and P' are nevertheless

1A result similar to Corollary 4.21 for the S-semantics is given in [5]
2Ts(P) is the S-semantics counterpart of <bp
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equivalent. Loosely speaking, the well-founded semantics does not distinguish/zm'te from in-
finite failure. So the query «- p fails both in P (finitely) and in P' (infinitely). The authors
have also stated a counterpart of Corollary 4.21 for this semantics [9]. It can be applied to the
transformation performed above: we have that q, p is equivalent to p and that the delay of p
w.r.t. q,p is zero. The applicability conditions for the replacement operation are then, in this
context, satisfied.

4.5 Checking applicability conditions

Determining whether two conjunctions of literals are equivalent is in general an undecidable
problem, moreover, the semantic delay is not a computable function, and for this reason Corol-
lary 4.21 must be regarded as a theoretical result. It is therefore important to single out some
situations in which its hypothesis can be guaranteed either by a syntactic check or, when the
replacement belongs to a transformation sequence, by the previous history of the transforma-
tion. This section shows some of these situations. Later, in Section 6 we also show an example
of a transformation sequence in which the conditions of Corollary 4.21 are checked by hand.
We hope that this provides a better understanding of the concepts we use.

Reversible folding
We now show how Corollary 4.21 can be used to prove the correctness of the reversible folding
operation, which is the kind of folding operation studied in [16, 12]. First of all let us state its
definition.

DEFINITION 4.22 (reversible folding)
Let cl : .A «- B , 5 . and d : H «- B be distinct clauses in a program P; let also w be the set
of local variables of d, w = Var(B)\Var(H). If there exists a substitution 9, Dom(6) =
Var(d) such that

(i) B' = B9;

(ii) 9 does not bind the local variables of d, that is for any x, y £ w the following three con-
ditions hold
• x9 is a variable;
• x9 does not appear in A, S, H9\
• if x ^ y then x9 ^ y9\

(iii) d is the only clause of P whose head unifies with H9;

then we can fold H9 in cl, obtaining cl': A «- H9, S.

EXAMPLE 4.23

Let us consider the following program:

P = { cl: p(X)
d: r(Z,y) i

r(a,Y) <
q(X,a).
q(X,b). }

With 9 = {b/Z, X/Y}, we have body{d)9 = (q(X, b), ->s(X)) and that d is the only clause
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of P whose head unifies with r(Z, Y)6. Hence we can fold clause cl, thus obtaining the pro-
gram:

P = { cl: p{X) <-r(b,X),r(a,X).
d: r(Z,Y) i

r(a,Y) <
q(X,a).
q(X,b).

This operation can be seen as a special case of replacement in which the conditions of Corol-
laries 4.21 are always satisfied. First of all notice that, by using the notation of Definition
4.22, the operation reduces to a replacement of B with H8. Now by the conditions on fold-
ing (i).. .(iii) and Lemma 4.13, we have that

- w satisfies the locality property w.r.t B and H (recall that w is the set of local variables
ofd);

- H9 is equivalent to 3 w6 B (Lemma 4.13);
- the delay of HO w.r.L 3iL6 B' in $ £ is one, (Lemma 4.13).

Finally, from (iii) we also have that the dependency degree of depenp(H6, cl) > 0.
Hence, the applicability conditions of Corollary 4.21 are satisfied and the operation is safe.

Recursive folding
The reversible folding operation is a rather restrictive kind of folding, in particular it lacks the
possibility of introducing recursion in the definition of predicates. This can be done via an
unfold/fold transformation sequence. Unfold/fold transformation sequences were introduced
in the area of logic programming by Tamaki and Sato [20] and, as a large literature shows,
proved to be an effective methodology for program's development and optimization.

The following example shows how this kind of folding can be used for introducing recur-
sion in definitions.

First we need to define the unfold operation which is widely used in transformations. We
suppose that all the clauses are disjoint, that is, they have no variable in common.

DEFINITION 4.24 (unfold)
Let cl : A <- L, H. be a clause of a normal program P, where H is an atom. Let {Hi «- B\,

... ,Hn •(— Bn} be the set of clauses of P whose heads unify with if, by mgu's {#i , . . . ,6n}.

• Unfolding an atom H in cl consists of substituting cl with {cl[,..., cl'n }, where, for each
i,

unfold(P,cl,H) d^f P\{cl] U {cii,... , < } .

This operation is safe w.r.t. all the semantics we consider in this paper, the proof can be
found in [6].

EXAMPLE 4.25
We start with the following program where initial defines the property of being a prefix of a
list
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Po = { d: initiol(Xs,Zs) <- append(Xs,Ys,Zs).

append([A\Xs], Ys, [A\Zs]) *- append(Xs, Ys, Zs).
append{[),Ys,Ys). }

We now unfold the body of the first clause, obtaining the two clauses

Pi = { cl : initial{[A)Xs),[A)Zs}) ^append{Xs,Ys,Zs).
initial([],Zs).

together with the clauses defining append }

Now we can fold append(Xs, Ys, Zs) in the body of the first clause, using das folding clause.
We obtain

P2 = { clf : initial([A\Xs],[A\Zs}) <- initial(Xs,Zs)
initial([],Zs).

together with the clauses defining append }

The predicate initial has now a recursive definition.
Notice that the folding operation of the above example can be seen as a replacement of

append(Xs, Ys, Zs) with initial(Xs, Zs), and also in this case the applicability conditions
of Corollary 4.21 are satisfied, in fact we have that:

- Ys satisfies the locality property w.r.t. append(Xs, Ys, Zs) and initial(Xs, Zs) in Px;
-initial(Xs,Zs) ^ComPc{F\) 3Ys append(Xs,Ys,Zs);
- the delay of initial(Xs, Zs) w.r.L 3 Ys append(Xs, Ys, Zs) in Px is zero.

The last two statements are due to the following general result which is stated in [5]:

OBSERVATION 4.26

Let H <— B be a non-recursive clause in a program P and, w be its set of local variables w =
Var(B)\Var(H). If P' is a program obtained from P by unfolding all the atoms in B then
H —Compc(P') 3tD B, and the delay of H w.r.t. 3 w B in P' is zero.

This provides a further example of the kind of situations to which Corollary 4.21 can be
applied. Actually, in [7] the authors prove a correctness result of an unfold/fold transformation
sequence using the above observation and Fitting's counterpart of Corollary 4.21, Corollary
5.12.

5 Adopting a (possibly) finite language
Our aim now is to analyse how the results given in the previous two sections have to be modi-
fied when the language adopted is no longer infinite (or at least not necessarily infinite). There-
fore in the sequel we still refer to a fixed but unspecified language C, but we no longer assume
it to be infinite.

As we mentioned in Section 2, the main problem we have to face when adopting a finite lan-
guage is that CET£ becomes an incomplete theory. The consequences of this are best shown
by the following example, which is borrowed from [19]. Let P be the program:

p
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The completed definition is

3X(X) A

That is, Compc(P) =̂ p <=> 3 1 1 / a . If £ = {a} then neither p nor ->p is a logical
consequence of Compc(P)- The problem here is that we do not have a 'witness' that allows
us to say that 3X X ^ a holds, nor can we formally infer that such a witness does not exist
The two main approaches used in logic programming in order to obtain a complete theory out
of CEXc are the following:

• adopting an infinite language (that is a language with infinitely many functions symbols,
and that consequently contains infinitely many 'witnesses');

• adopting a finite language together with some domain closure axioms, which are axioms
that commit us to a specific universe.

For an extended discussion of the subject, we refer the reader to [19].
As we mentioned before, in the literature we find two different kinds of domain closure

axioms.

DEFINITION 5.1

Let £ be a finite language.

• The Domain Closure Axiom, DCAc, is

where t\, <2, • • • is the sequence of all the ground £-terms.
• The We.ak Domain Closure Axiom, WDCA/;, is

where / i , . . . , / r are all the function symbols in £ and yi are tuples of variables of the
appropriate arity.

Note that when £ contains a function of arity greater than zero, DCA^ is an infinite disjunction
and hence it is not a first-order formula. For this reason, the notation Compc(P) U DCAc,
that we are going to use often in the sequel is actually overloaded, nevertheless we shall use
it for uniformity with the rest of the paper. As opposed to DCAc, WDCA^ is a first-order
formula.

The following simple example shows how the semantics of a program changes depending
on the kind of closure axioms adopted.

EXAMPLE 5.2

Let P be the same program we used in Example 2.7.

P = { n(0).
n(s(X)) ^
q <-

and let £ = £(P) .
The completion of P is

n{x) o (x = 0) V (3 y (x = s{y)) A n(y)) A q <S> 3 y
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together with CETC.
On one hand, when we use DCA^ we have

Compc{P) UDCAC |=Vxn(x).

In fact assuming DCA^ is equivalent to restrict ourselves to £-Herbrand interpretations and
models, and the formula Vx n(x) is true in the unique Herbrand model of P. From this it
follows that

Compc(P) UDCA£ |=--<7.

On the other hand, if we use WDCA£ we have

Compc(P) UWDCAc ^Vxn{x).

In fact WDCA£ allows a model which contains, besides the natural numbers, also an infinite
chain of terms t< such that for each i, U = s(U+i). In such a model each n(ti) can be false.
It follows that

Compc(P) U WDCA£ ^ ^Q-

By assuming WDCA^ we obtain a semantics which is stronger than the one adopting
DCA£ . In fact DCA£ |= WDCA£, and hence if Compc(P) U WDCA£ (= <f>, then also
Compc{P) U DCAC f= <p.

It is important to observe that we have to modify the definitions of program equivalence
(3.1), of formulas equivalence (4.2) and of correctness of a transformation (4.1) according to
the domain closure axioms we adopt

Let us now give another example showing how program's equivalence may be affected by
the choices of the language and of the closure axioms.

EXAMPLE 5.3

Consider the three programs:

Px = { n(0).
n(s(X)) *-n(X). }

P2 = { n(0).
n(s(X)). }

P3 = { n(X). }

Let £ = C(Pi). If we assume DC Ac , for all three programs we have

Compc(P)UDCAc f=Vxn(z), P e {Pi ,P 2 ,P 3 }-

Actually, all the programs are pairwise equivalent w.r.t this semantics.
If we assume WDCAc,

Compc(Pi)UWDCA£ ^ V x n ( x ) ,

while for P 6 { P a i ^ }

Compc{P) VWDCAc ̂ Vxn(x), (5.1)
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then only P2 and P3 are equivalent w.r.t. this semantics.
Finally if we assume that £ strictly contains C(Pi), then P3 is the only program for which

(5.1) holds. In this case no program is equivalent to any of the other ones, no matter which
axioms we adopt.

This example shows that two programs may be equivalent w.r.t. Compc {P) U DCA^ and
not equivalent w.r.t. Compc(P) U WDCA^. But there are also cases in which the converse of
this statement is true. So even though the semantics obtained by assuming WDCA£ is stronger
than the one obtained by assuming DCA^, no program equivalence is stronger than the other.

5.1 Correctness results w. r. t. Compc (P)UWDCAC

As far as we are concerned the semantics given by Compc(P) U WDCAc (with £ possibly
finite) behaves exactly as Kunen's semantics. This fact is due to the following result

THEOREM 5.4 ([19])
Let P be a normal program, £ a finite language and 4> an allowed formula

• Compc(P) U WDCA£ |= <p iff for some integer n, $ £ \= <f>.

Here £ is required to be finite uniquely because otherwise WDCA£ is not a first-order for-
mula. Notice that Theorem 5.4 is identical to Theorem 3.2, which was the only result on the
semantics that we used in Section 4. Consequently, the results that we can prove on program's
and formula's equivalence and on the replacement operation are identical to the ones given in
the previous section. In particular, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 and Corollaries 3.5 and 4.9 hold also
for Compc (P) U WDCA^. The same reasoning applies to Lemma 4.6 on the equivalence of
formulas. Finally, the results on the replacement operation, that is Theorems 4.7, 4.19 and
Corollary 4.21 hold also for this semantics. Let us now restate this corollary.

COROLLARY 5.5 (Applicabilityconditions w.r.t. Compc U WDCAc)
Using Notation 4.4, if for each d 6 {C\,..., C n } , there exists a (possibly empty) set of

variables x< satisfying the locality property w.r.t. d and D{ such that

3 i i Di is equivalent to 3z , Ct w.r.L Compc{P) U WDCAc,

and one of the following two conditions holds:

1. {Di,... ,£>„} are all independent from the clauses in {cli,... ,clp}\ or

2. there exists an integer m such that, for each Ci € {C\,..., Cn}, and each clj G
{cli,...,clp}:
- the delay of 3 £i Di w.r.t. 3 i{ d in $ £ is less or equal to m, and
- depenp(Di,clj) > m;

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is P is equivalent to P' (w.r.t.
Compc(P) U WDCA£).

5.2 Correctness results w.r.t. Compc(P) U DCAc

In this section we refer to the semantics given by Compc(P)c U DCA^. As opposed to what
happened in the previous section, there is no point in requiring £ to be a finite language. Since
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DCA£ is (usually) already a non-first-order axiom, we have to leave the first-order context
anyhow, and there is no reason here in restricting the domain.

As we said before, adopting DCAc is equivalent to restricting our attention to Herbrand
interpretations and models (on the language £). This particular semantics enjoys a remark-
able property: namely that there always exists a minimal Herbrand model (w.r.t. C), and this
coincides with the interpretation given by the least fixpoint of the operator $ P , lfp($P).

THEOREM 5.6 ([11])
Let P be a normal program and <p an allowed formula

• Compc(P) U DCA£ f= <f> iff lfp{$P) \= 4>.

To check if an allowed formula is a logical consequence of Compc(P) U DCAc it is suf-
ficient to check if it is true in lfp{<&P). If £ = C(P), this semantics is called Fitting's model
semantics [11]. Moreover, since $ P is a monotonic operator, we also have that, for some or-
dinal a, ljp($p) = $ p , however, $f> not being continuous, a could be greater than w.

Using Theorem 5.6 we can easily characterize the correctness of the transformation w.r.t.
to this semantics by referring to the least fixed point of the $ P operator.

LEMMA 5.7

Let P, P' be normal programs and £ be a finite language. Suppose that P' is obtained by
applying a transformation operation to P. Then the operation is

• partially correct iff lfp{$P) D lfp{$Pi)\

• complete iff lfp($p) Q tfp($p')>
• totally correct (safe) iff lfp{$P) = ljp($p<)-

Partial correctness
We now consider the problem of proving gartial correctness of the replacement operation.
When we replace the conjunction C with D, the first natural requirement we ask for is the
equivalence of C and D w.r.L Compc{P) U DCAc.

Here again we need Theorem 5.6 in order to give a characterization of the equivalence of
formulas w.r.t. Compc(P) U DCAc- First we introduce the three-valued operator => , which
is 'one side' of O and it is defined as follows: <p=> x^s true iff ^ is less specific than x< that
is if 4> and x a r e ooth true (or both false) or if <f> is undefined. In any other case 4> =*• x is false.

LEMMA 5.8

Let x. <j> be first-order allowed formulas and P be a normal program. The following statements
are equivalent:

(a) X ^Compc(P)UDCAc 4>'<

(b)

PROOF. The proof is given in Appendix A. I

Statement (b) differs from the corresponding one of Lemma 4.6. In Lemma 4.6 we were
considering the completion with an infinite language, which as far as this lemma is concerned,
is equivalent to assuming a finite language and WDCA^. In such cases the universe of a model
of Compc (P) may contain non-standard elements, that is, elements which are not £-terms.
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Hence the equivalence between all the closed instances of x and 4> alone is not sufficient to
ensure the equivalence between x and <i>-

For example, if we consider the following program where, for simplicity, we refer to
WDCA£:

P={ n(0).

m(X). }

and we fix £ = C(P), we have that for each £-term t, both n(t) and m(t) are true in all
models of Compc{P) UWDCAc, but n(X) ¥ComPC(p) UWDCA£ m(AT). In fact, let
C = Vx m(x), then Compc(P) UWDCAC |= C. while Compc(P) UWDCA£ ^
C[n(i)/m(i)] (see Example 5.3). Indeed m(X) and n(X) must not be considered equivalent
w.r.t.
Compc (P) U WDCA£, in fact if we consider the following extension to program P:

P 1 = P U { gx<- -

and £ = £(Pi), n(X) is equivalent to m(X) while qi is not equivalent to q?.
Next we give the theorem on partial correctness of the replacement operation we were aim-

ing at It still shows that a partial equivalence between the replacing and the replaced literals
is sufficient to ensure the partial correctness of the replacement operation.

THEOREM 5.9 (partial correctness)
Let us adopt Notation 4.4, if for each Ci € [C\,..., Cn }, there exists a (possibly empty) set

of variables ii satisfying the locality property w.r.t. d and Di such that

UDCA£ 3^iCi

then the simultaneous replacement operation is partially correct

PROOF. The proof is by contradiction. By Lemma 5.7, we have that the operation is partially
correct iff lfp{$p) D lfp($p>), so let us suppose lfp{$p) 2 lfp{$P')- Since the sequence
$P<, $ p / , . . . is monotonically increasing and $ p , = (0,0) C lfp{<&P), there has to be an
ordinal a such that

IJP(*P) 2 *p. and

Hence lJp($P) 2 $/><((/H$p)) and $p'((fa($p)) 2 *P'(*p<). s m c e $ is monotone.
Since $p(/#?($p)) = lfp($p) w e have that

)- (5-2)

From Lemma 4.8 and (5.2) it follows that there exists an integer j and a ground substitution
6 such that 3 ij Dj6 is true {orfalse) in lfp($P), while 3 i j Cj-0 is not. This, by Lemma 5.8,
contradicts the hypothesis. I

As happened with Theorem 4.7, this result brings us to a first completeness result: with the
notation of the previous theorem, if for each t we also have that 3 i{ Di —Compc(P) u DCA£

3 ii Ci, then the transformation is safe iff for each t, 3 ii Di —Compc(P') u DCA£ 3 ii Ci.
The proof is identical to the one given for Corollary 4.9.
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Completeness
We want a completeness result which matches with Theorem 4.19. First of all we need a
slightly stronger definition of semantic delay.

DEFINITION 5.10 (Semantic delay in lfp($p))
Let P be a normal program, \ and <p be first-order formulas, and i — {xi,... ,Xk} = FV(\) U
FV(<p). Suppose that <f> lcomPC(P) U D C A C X-

• The semantic delay of x w.r.t. 4> in lfp{$p) is the least integer A; such that, for each ordinal
a and each k-uple of £-terms t: if $a

P f= (->)<p(t/x), then $p
+k \= (->)x(i/x).

Unsurprisingly, the difference between this definition and the one of semantic delay in $ p
(4.11) is that here we also have to consider ordinals which are greater that u>.

Now we can prove the completeness result in this case.

THEOREM 5.11 (completeness)
In the hypothesis of 4.4, if for each C, € {C\,... ,Cn), there exists a (possibly empty) set

of variables £i satisfying the locality property w.r.t. Ci and Di such that

and if one of the following two conditions holds:

(a) {Di,.. -,Dn} are all independent from the clauses {cl\,... ,clp}\ or

(b) there exists an integer m such that, for each Ci 6 { C i , . . . , C n } , and each clj e {cii,
...,dpy.
- the delay of 3 ii Di w.r.t. 3 Xj Ci in lfp{$p) is less or equal to m, and
-depenP(Di,clj) > m;

then the simultaneous replacement operation is complete.

PROOF. The proof is by contradiction. By Lemma 5.7 the operation is complete iff lfp{$p) C
lfp($P>), so let us suppose that ljp($p) g lfp($p>). By the same argument used in the proof
of Theorem 5.9, it follows that there exists an ordinal a such that

lJp($P')^$p a n d lfp($P')2$P
+1-

Since $p- (lfp(^P-)) = (#>(*/»). 't follows that $ P / {lfp{^P>)) D * p ( * ^ ) .
From Lemma 4.20 there exists an integer j and a ground substitution 6 such that

3£j Cjd is true (orfalse) in $%, while (5.3)

3XJ Dj0 is not true (resp. not false) in lfp($p>).

Let us distinguish two cases.

(1) Condition (a) of the hypothesis applies, and Dj is independent from {di,..., clp}.
Since $% C lfp($P), from the left-hand side of (5.3), 3x7 Cj6 is also true (resp. false) in
M
Hence, by the hypothesis and Lemma 5.8, also 3 i , Dj9 is true (resp. false) in lfp($p). Be-
cause of condition (a) and Remark 4.16,3 ij Djd is true {resp. false) in lfp($pi). This con-
tradicts the left-hand side of (5.3).
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(2) Condition (b) of the hypothesis applies. The delay of 3 x, Dj w.r.t 3 ij Cj is not
greater that m, hence from the left-hand side of (5.3) it follows that 3 ij DjO is true (or false)
in $ p + m , that is, 3 i j Dj9 is true (resp. false) in $ £ ( $ £ ) .
Since by (b), depenp(Dj9, {cl\,... ,clp}) > m, from Lemma 4.18 it follows that

3£j DjB is true (resp. false) in $£,

Now $p C lfp($P.) and $p/ is monotone, then

3&j DjO is true (resp./a/je) in $£,{lfp($pi)).

But since $£,((fa(#p<)) - lfp($P')> this contradicts the right-hand side of (5.3).

Finally, from Theorems 5.9 and 5.11 we obtain the following result on the safeness of the
replacement operation.

COROLLARY 5.12 (Applicability conditions w.r.t. Compc U DCA,c with £ finite)
In the hypothesis of 4.4, if for each C, € { C i , . . . , C n } , there exists a (possibly empty) set

of variables ii satisfying the locality property w.r.L Ci and Dt such that

3±iDi —Compc (P)UDCA£ 3£ lC'i

and one of the following two conditions holds:

1. {£>!,.. .,£>„} are all independent from the clauses in { d i , . . . , clp}; or

2. there exists an integer m such that, for each Ci 6 {Ci, ...,Cn}, and each dj G {cli,

- the delay of 3 x^ Di w.r.t. 3 ii Ci in lfp{$p) is less or equal to m, and
-depenP(Di,clj) > m;

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is, P is equivalent to P' (w.r.t.
Compc(P) UDCA£).

6 Replacement versus other operations

In this section we consider the operations of thinning and fattening, and show how they can
be seen as particular cases of replacement. We introduce them by means of an example of
transformation sequence. This also give us the opportunity of illustrating how the applicability
conditions for the replacement operation can be checked 'by hand'.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the semantics given by Compc(P) U DCA£. The
results hold also in the case we adopt Compc(P) U WDCA^ (and therefore also for Kunen's
semantics) although the proofs are then more complicated.

EXAMPLE 6.1 (Sorting by permutation and check, part I)
The following program is borrowed from [20]. The transformation process is intentionally
redundant in order to be more explanatory.

Let Po be the following program:
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Po = { cl
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
cl
c&

perm([A |
ins(A, Xs
ins(A,[B
ord([]).
ord([A}).
ord([A, B

Xs],Ys)
[A | Xs]).
Xs},[B\Ys})

Xs])
sort(Xs,Ys)

<- perm(Xs,Zs),

<r- ins(A,Xs,Ys)

<- A<B,ord{[B
f- perm(Xs,Ys),

ins(A, Zs, Ys)

1 Xs]).
ordiYs).

(1) If we unfold perm(Xs, Ys) in the body of c8; the resulting program is:

{ c9: sort([},[}) <-
clO: sort([A\Xs],Ys) «-

(2) By unfolding ord([]) in c9, we eliminate ord([]) from the body of that clause.
P2 = {cl, ...,c7}U {clO} U { e l l : sort([], []).}
By the safeness of the unfold operation [6, Appendix B] Po, Pi and P2 are equivalent pro-
grams both w.r.t. Compc(P) U TX2AC and Compc{P) U WDCA£.

Fattening
The fatten operation consists in introducing redundant literals in the body of a clause. It is
generally used in order to make possible some other transformations such as folding.

DEFINITION 6.2 (fatten)

Let cl : A 4- L. be a clause in a program P and H a conjunction of literals.

• Fattening cl with H consists of substituting cl' for cl, where cl' : A *- L,H;

fatten (P,c, H) =f P\{cl) U {c/;}.
The fatten operation is a special case of replacement, and then its applicability conditions

can be drawn directly from Corollaries 5.12 and 5.5.
The next lemma shows that for fattening, part of the applicability conditions always hold.

LEMMA 6.3

Let cl = A <— E,G. be a clause in the normal program P, x be a set of variables not occurring

in (̂ 4, E) and H be another conjunction of literals. Then

(a) If for each 0, lfp($P) \= 3 xG6 implies lfp{$P) |= (3£G,H)0,

thenBxG dcomPC(P)uDCA£ 3xG,H.

(b) If for each 0,,JJp(*P) (= -i(3iG,H)9 implies ljp($P) \= -i3£ G8

then 3 z G , / / r<c<,mp£(P)uDCA£ 3xG.

(c) Ifm is an integer such that, for each a and 0,$P \= 3 xGO implies $ p + m (= (3xG,H)6,
then
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- 3 £ G -<Com.pc(P) UDCAC 3iG,H,

- the delay of 3 x G, H w.r.t. 3 x G in lfp{$P) is less or equal to m.
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3x G, H w.r.t 3 a; G in lfp($p) is
exactly m.

PROOF. It is a straightforward application of Theorem 5.6 together with the fact that if GO is
false in some interpretation / , then also (G, H)9 is false in I. I

This lemma also applies to the semantics given by Compc (P) U WDCA/;, as is shown by
Lemma B.I in Appendix B.

EXAMPLE 6.4 (Sorting by permutation and check, part II)
(3) Now we can fatten clause clO by adding ord(Zs) to its body.
Let Pz be the resulting program:

{ e l l : sort([},[}).
cl2: sort([A\Xs],Ys) <-

This operation corresponds to a replacement of ins(A, Zs, Ys), ord(Ys) with ord(Zs),
ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord(Ys).

We now use Theorem 5.11 to prove that the operation is complete. Observe that if (ins(A,
Zs, Ys), ord{Ys))6 is true in Ifpippj then YsO is an ordered list and Zs6 is a sublist of Ys6;
hence also ZsO is ordered and (ord(Zs),ins(A, Zs, Y s), ord(Y s))6 is also true in //H*/*,)-
By Lemma 6.3, this is sufficient to state that:

ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord(Ys) icompciP*)UDCAC ord(Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord{Ys).3

Moreover, the conjunction ord(Zs), ins(A, Zs, Ys),ord(Ys) is independent from clause
clO, hence, by Theorem 5.11, the operation is Compc (P) U DCA^-complete.

To show that the operation is safe we could use Corollary 5.12, but in this case it is easier
to observe that Ifp^p^) is also a total model,4 that is, no ground atom is undefined in it, and
therefore that //p($fb) Q (#>($/»») implies that (#>($/O = Vpi^ft)- By Lemma 5.7 this
implies that the operation is also safe.

(4) We can now fatten cl2 with sort(Xs, Zs). The resulting program is:

{ d l : sort([},[}).
cl3 : sort([A\Xs],Ys) <- sort(Xs,Zs),

perm(Xs, Zs),
ord(Zs),
ins(A, Zs,Ys),
ord(Ys). }

3When using WDCA instead of DCA, in order to establish the equivalence, computations are in general more
complicated. In this example it is sufficient to observe that (ms(A, Zs, Ys), ord{Ys))0 is true in 4"J. then also
ord(Zs)6 is true in * j ^ .

* This also follows from a result due to Apt and Bezem [2], that states that the Fitting's Model of an acyclic program
is always a total model.
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This operation corresponds to a replacement of perm(Xs, Zs),ord(Zs) with sort{Xs, Zs),
perm(Xs, Zs), ord(Zs). Using Corollary 5.12 we can prove that the operation is safe, in
order to do it we prove that:

(a) sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs) S C o m p £ ( f t ) U D C A C perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs);
(b) the delay of sort(Xs, Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs) w.r.t. perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs) in

To prove (a) we proceed as follows: since sort(Xs, Zs) <r- perm(Xs, Zs),ord(Zs), is a
clauseofP0,byLemma4.13,sort(Xs,Zs) -compc(Pb)uDCAc perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs).
This clearly implies that sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs) —ComPC(Po)uDCAc
perm(Xs, Zs), ord(Zs). Moreover, by the safeness of the previous transformation steps, PQ
is equivalent to P3 and therefore, by a straightforward application of Lemma 5.8, we have that
also (a) holds.

In order to prove (b), let us first prove a few properties. Here we denote the length of a list

(i) ins(A, Zs, Ys)9 becomes true at step <^7p3, where n < \Ys8\. In fact n is precisely the
place where A ends up in Ys.
For e x a m p l e : ins(a, [ t , s , . . . ] , [a,t,s,...]) is true in <I>^.
ins(d, [t, s,...], [t, a, s,...]) is true in $ ^ .
ins(a, [t, s,...], [t, s , a,...]) is true in $ ^ . . . .
Moreover, when ins(A, Zs, Ys)9 is true in Ifpi^p^), we have that

\Ys6\ = \Zs9\ + 1. (6.1)

(ii) perm(Xs, Zs)9 becomes true in $ ^
This can be proven by induction on the length of \Zs8\.
perm([],[]) is true in $}^;
if \ZsO\ > 0 then perm(Xs, Zs)9 is true in $5^ iff there exists an instance of c2,
(perm([A'\Xs'], Ys') <- perm{Xs', Zs'),ins{A', Zs', Ys').)9',
such that
- perm([A'\Xs'], Ys')9' = perm{Xs, Zs)9 and
- {perm{Xs', Zs'),ins(A', Zs', Ys'))9' is true in $^"1.
Now we can apply the inductive hypothesis and the previous results in order to determine

- perm(Xs', Zs')9' is, by the inductive hypothesis, true in $ ^ a e '+1;
-ins{A',Zs',Ys')9' becomes true at step $ ^ , where n < \Ys'9'\.
By (6.1), lYs'07! = \Zs'9'\ + 1, hence the conjunction (perm(Xs',Zs'),ins(A',Zs',
Ys'))9' becomes true exactly at step S^8'"'1. But \Ys'9'\ = \Zs9\, hence perm(Xs,

Zs)9 becomes true at step $j^ ' 9 | + 1 .

(iii) ord{Zs)9 becomes true at step ^ " ( M ^ O .
This can be proven by induction on \Zs9\.

(iv) sort{Xs, Zs)9 becomes true at step $^ s f l |+1 .
This can also be proven by induction on \Zs9\.
sort([],[]) is true in 3?} .̂
When \Zs8\ > 0, sort(Xs, Zs)9 is in S ^ iff there exists an instance of c!2:
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(sort([A | Xs'],Ys')<^perm{Xs',Zs'),ord(Zs'),ins(A,Zs',Ys'),ord{Ys').)9'
such that
- sort([A | Xs'], Ys')9' = sort(Xs, Zs)9 and
- {perm{Xs',Zs'),ord{Zs'),ins{A,Zs',Ys'),ord{Ys').)9' is true in S^""1.
Now to determine the value of a — 1, we can use (i), (ii) and (iii):

- perm(Xs\ Zs')6' is true in $%''e'l+1;

-ord{Zs')9' is true in $™«<M*-'«'I).
- ins(A, Zs', Ys')9l is true in $ ^ , where n < {Ys'B'l;

•ord(Ys')6'is true in $™x{1'\Y''e'l).
Since |Zs'0'| + 1 = |yY0'| = \ZaO\, (perm(Xs',Zs'),ord(Zs'),ins(A,Zs',Ys'),
ord(Ys'))6' becomes true exactly at step $ ^ " e' and sort(Xs,Zs)9 becomes true at step

II

We can finally prove (b). By (iv), whenever sort(Xs, Zs)d is true in IJpi^p^), it is true in

<J>yj»fl|+i; but by (ii) and (iii), whenever (perm(Xs, Zs),ord(Zs))9 is true in Ifp^pj, it is

also true in * g " ' + 1 .
This implies the following statement: for all 9, if (perm(Xs, Zs),ord(Zs))9 is true in

some $ ^ , then also sort(Xs, Zs)9 is true in $ ^ .
Clearly, this can be restated as follows: for all 9, if (perm(Xs, Zs),ord(Zs))9 is true in

some $'p3, then also (sort(Xs, 2s),perm(X5, Zs), ord(Zs))9 is rrae in $£y
By Lemma 6.3 this implies (b).

Thinning
The thinning operation is the converse of fattening, and allows one to eliminate superfluous
literals from the body of a clause.

DEFINITION 6.5Jthin)

Let cl: A «- L, H. be a clause in a program P.

• Thinning cl of the literals H consists of substituting cl' for cl, where cl' : A «- L;

thin(P, cl, H) d= P\{cl} U {cl'}.
As for fattening, thinning can be interpreted as a replacement and then its applicability con-

ditions can be inferred from Corollaries 5.12 and 5.5. Moreover Lemma 6.3 applies in a nat-
ural way also to this operation; only statement (c) requires a symmetric formulation. We now
restate only this last point
LEMMA 6.6

Let cl = A «- E, G, H. be a clause in P and £ be a set of variables not occurring in (A, E).
The following property holds:

• If m is an integer such that, for each a and 9, $ p f= ->(3i G,H)9 implies $ p + m f=
->3 x G9,Jhen
-3xG,H <Compc(P) UDCAr S£G,
- the delay of 3 x G w.r.t. 3 x G, H in lfp{$p) is smaller or equal to m.
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 x G, H w.r.t. 3 x G in lfp($p) is
exactly m.
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PROOF. It is a straightforward application of the fact that if (G, H)6 is true in some interpre-
tation / , then also G8 is true in I. I

In Appendix B (Lemma B .2) we state a corresponding lemma for the case in which we adopt
Compc(P) U WDCA/; instead of Compc(P) U DCA£.

EXAMPLE 6.7 (Sorting by permutation and check, part HI)
6.1

(5) We can eliminate ord(Zs) from the body of cl3 by thinning it. The resulting program
is:

{ e l l : sort([],[}).
cl4 : sort([A\X s],Y s) <- sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys),

ord{Ys).}

This corresponds to replacing ord(Zs),ins(A, Zs,Y s),ord(Y s) with ins(A,Zs,Ys),
ord(Ys).
In order to prove that the operation is Compc (-P) UIX! A£ -complete, we apply Theorem 5.11.
First we have to prove that

if ord(Zs)9 is false in lfp($p<) then {ins(A, Zs,Ys),ord{Ys))6 is false in lfp($p4)
 5-
(6.2)

This is easy to prove: if ins{A, Zs,Ys)6 is false in lfp(^Pi) then we have the thesis.
Otherwise, since lfp{$Pi) is a total interpretation, ins{A, Zs,Ys)6 cannot be undefined in
it, andms(j4, Zs,Ys)0 is true in lfp($p4), but in this case Zs8 is a sublist of Ys9, hence if
ord(Zs)6 is false in lfp($p4), so is ord(ys)0; and (6.2) follows.

Now (6.2) implies that whenever {ord{Zs),ins(A, Zs, Ys), ord(Ys))6 isfalse in lfp{$p4)
then also (ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord(Ys))9 isfalse in lfp{$p4), and, by Lemma 6.3, that

ord(Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord(Ys) ^ComP£(P4)uDCA£ ins(j4, Zs, Ys),ord(ys).

Since we also have that ins(A, Zs, Ys), ord(Ys) is independent from cl3, from Theorem
5.11 it follows that the operation is Compc(P) U DCA^-complete.

As in part (3), since lfp{<&P<) is a total interpretation, lfp{$p4) 2 Vpi^p^) implies that
lfp{$P4) = Ifpi^p^)- In other words, the completeness of the operation implies its safeness
(w.r.t Compc(P) UDCA£).

(6) Finally we can eliminate perm(Xs, Zs) from the body of cl4 by a further thinning,
thus obtaining:

BWhcn adopting WDCA instead of DCA, calculations arc truly more complicated. In fact in order to en-
sure the equivalence, we have to show that for each j there is a k such that if ord(Zs)8 a false in &p^ then
(ins(A, Zs, Ys), ord{Y s))e isfalse in * J, .

This can be proved by the following schema: luppose that ord(Zs)8 isfalse in tfp($pA) and let Wsd be the

maximal ordered prefix of Z$6, then ord(Zs)6 becomes false at step $p . We have to distinguish two cases:
- if there is no Xs6 such that XsB is a prefix of YBB and ins(A,Ws,Xi)B is true in some * p , then
ins(A, Zs, Ys)6 becomes false no later than ord(Zs)9 does, and we have the desired result;
- otherwise, either X.04S not ordered or it is the maximal ordered prefix of Ys6; in either cases, ord(Ys)$ becomes
false no later than step * ^ * s | .

In any case if ord(Zs)0 isfalse in * ^ then (ins(A, Zs, Ys), ord(Ys))6 isfalse in *j+ l .
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{ e l l : sort([},[}).
cl5: sort([A\Xs],Ys) t- sort(Xs,Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord{Ys).}

This is an 0(n3) sorting program, while Po runs in O(n\).
To prove the Compc(P) U DC Ac -completeness of this last step, we use Theorem 5.11.

Let us distinguish two cases.

• If XsB = [], then perm(Xs, Zs)9 is false in $ ^ iff Zs6 ^ [], but in this case also
sort(Xs, Zs)6 is false in $ ^ ;

• otherwise observe that the body of c2, which defines perm, is contained in the body of cl4,
defining sort. This implies that if some instance of body(c2) isfalse in some interpretation
/ , then the corresponding instance of body(cl4) isfalse in / . Hence, if perm([i4|Xs],
Zs)0 isfalse in $^(-0 then sort([A\Xs], Zs)6 isfalse in * f t ( I ) .

It follows that

if (sort(Xs, Zs),perm(Xs, Zs))6 isfalse in $^. then sort(Xs, Zs)6 isfalse in $ ^ .

By Lemma 6.6, this is sufficient to show that sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs)
~*Compc(Pb) u DCA£ sort(Xs, Zs) and that the semantic delay of sort(Xs, Zs),perm(Xs,
Zs) w.r.t. sort(Xs, Zs) is zero, and hence, by Theorem 5.11, the operation is Compc(P) U
DC Ac -complete.

On the other hand, if sort(Xs, Zs)6 is true in some interpretation / , then Zs6 must be a
reordering of Xsd, therefore perm(Xs, Zs)6 is also true in / . It follows that

if sort(Xs, Zs)9 is true in lfp($p^), then also
(sort(Xs, Zs),perm(Xs, Zs))6 is true in

By Lemma 6.3, this implies that sort(Xs,Zs) diComVC(Pt,) UDCAC sort(Xs,Zs),
perm(Xs, Zs), and hence, by Theorem 5.9, that the operation is also Compc{P) U DCA^-
partially correct.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the simultaneous replacement operation w.r.t. normal programs.
Simultaneous replacement is a transformation operation which consists in substituting a set of
conjunctions of literals {C\,..., C n } in the bodies of some clauses, with a set of equivalent
conjunctions {D%,..., Dn}. The set of logical consequences of the program's completion
is considered as the semantics of the normal program. In this way we obtain three different
semantics which depend on the domain closure axioms and on the finiteness properties of the
language we choose. More precisely, the semantics we consider are:

• Compc(P),
where C is an infinite language, this corresponds to Kunen's semantics.

• Compc(P) U WDCAc,
where £ is a finite language, namely it has a finite number of function symbols, and WDCA
is the set of Weak Domain Closure Axioms.
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• Compc{P)UDCAc,
where £ is a finite language and DCA is the set of Domain Closure Axioms.

All these semantics can be characterized by means of the Kleene sequence of the three-valued
immediate consequence operator $ p .

For each of these semantics we define and characterize formula equivalence, program equiv-
alence and safeness of program transformations, namely their correctness and completeness,
and express them in terms of the $ p operator.

Furthermore, we propose applicability conditions for simultaneous replacement which guar-
antee safeness, that is the preservation of each semantics during the transformation. The equiv-
alence between Ci and Di is obviously necessary but it is generally not sufficient. In fact,
as is shown by Corollary 4.9, we also need the equivalence to hold after the transformation.
Such equivalence can be destroyed when a Di depends on one of the clauses on which the
replacement is performed. Hence we establish a relation between the level of dependency of
{D\,..., Dn) over the modified clauses and the difference in 'semantic complexity' between
each Cj and Dt. Such semantic complexity is measured by counting the number of the appli-
cations of the immediate consequence operator which are necessary in order to determine the
truth or falsity of a predicate.

By considering replacement as a generalization of other transformation operations such as
thinning, fattening and reversible folding, we show how applicability conditions can be used
also for them.
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Appendices

A Proofs

A.I Proof of Theorem 3.4
We need a lemma first

LEMMA A.I
Let P be a normal program and x an allowed formula with free variables x. For each integer n, there exist two
formulas in the language of equality, TJ and F£, with free variables x such that, for any tuple i of ground terms,

• 7^ ( t /x ) is true in *£, iff x( t /x) is;

in any other case T£( t /x) is false in <!>£.

• F£(i/i) is true in * J iff x( t /x) is; false in * p ;

in any other case F£(i/x) is false in * p .

PROOF. From Lemma 4.1 in [19] it follows that T£(i/x) is true in * p iff x( t /x) is. and that F£(i/x) is true

in * £ iff x( t /x) is false in * p . From the completeness of CET/; in the case that the underlying universe is the

Herbrand universe, we have that when T£( t /£) (resp. F™(i/x)) is not true in * £ , it has to be false in * £ . I

Actually, this result holds for any choice of C. To give the intuitive idea of how such formulas are built, let us
consider the simple case in which x = n(x), and P is the program

P = { n(0).
n( ,(x)) <-n(x) }.

We have that
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On the other hand,
F,}(x)=x,4 0A- .3yx = «(y),
F*(x) = ( x / 0 A - , 3 y x = ,(y)) V(3 S x = *(y) V (y ji 0 A - 3 2 y = .(«))). . . .

We can now prove the result we were aiming at

THEOREM A.2 (3.4)
Let Pi and /*» be two normal programs.
If for all <t>,

Compc(P\) \= <£ implies Compc(Pi) t= <f>

then
VnlmQ^ C * ^

where 0 ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and TTI are quantified over natural numbers.

PROOF. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that for all <f>, Compc(Pi) =̂ <t> implies Compc {Pi) (= <t> and
that there exists a fixed n such that

forallm, * ^ £ $ ^ . (A.I)

For each predicate symbol p let r". . , andF™,-. be the equality formulas described in Lemma A.I. Hence T™,-.(*/£)

is true in * p iff p(t/x) is, and f . - J t ' / i ) is (rtie in * £ iff p ( t / i ) is false in * £ . Let also

= / \ Vx (7^ ( i ) -f p(£) A F;{i

where p ranges over the finite set of predicate symbols occurring in P\. From Lemma A.I it follows that 4 p \= \,
and, by Theorem 3.2

Compc (Pi) (=x-

By hypothesis we have that Compc{Pi) \= x, and, by Theorem 3.2 there exists an integer r such that

B y ( A . l ) * p ^ 4 ^ , , hence there exists aground atom q(t) such that

either t ^ (= q(t) and *J^ fct 9(£) or * F j |= -,g(t) and * ^ ^ -•</(«).

We consider only the first possibility, the other case is perfectly symmetrical. So we assume that

* P i [= , ( t ) and 4 ^ tt q(i) (A.2)

By the left-hand side of A.2 and the definition of !T",., in Lemma A.I,

^ a - ( t / x ) i s a formula of the equality language and contains no predicate symbok other than '=', so if it is true in

^ it must be true also in *5 . i t i.e. *J>, 1= ̂ i ) ^ / * ) - But ̂  = (0,0) C * ] ^ , hence

Since ^J^ f= x. from •** definition of x. it follows that also ^ ^ \= V i (T",.-(x) -> g(£)), hence *J^ \=

T^.-.(t/x) -»• g(t); and, from the above statement,

* ^ N 9(t)

which contradicts the right hand side of (A.2). I
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A.2 Proof of Lemma 4.6
LEMMA A.3 (4.6)

Let P be a normal program, x and <f> be first-order allowed formulas and i = {x\,..., n } = FV(x) U FV(<t>).
The following statements are equivalent

(a) X ^Compc(P) fr
( b ) V n 3 m V t * J f= (-.)x(t/x) impftea * £ |= (-.)0(t/x);
where n, m are quantified over natural numbers and t is quantified over It-tuples of £-terms.

PROOF, (a) implies (b)
This part is by contradiction. Let us assume there exists a fixed n, such that for each integer m there exists a k-tuple
of £-terms im for which the following hold
(i) *£ |=
(ii) *£ £

By Lemma A.I there exist two formulas T£ and K£ in the language of equality, such that FV(T£) = FV(F£) =

FV(X) and
# £ | = V , x ( 7 ^ - > x A F£-> -* ) •

By Theorem 3.2
Compc(P)

By (a),
Compc(P) x

This is an allowed formula, then by Theorem 32 there exists an r such that

*J, f = V x ( 7 ^ - + 0 A F £ - • - • * ) . (A.3)

But by (i) x(tr/x) is either frue ot false in * £ ; let us now consider just the first possibility, that is

* £ |= X(?r/X),

the other case is perfectly symmetrical and omitted here.
From this and the definition of TJ in Lemma A.I, we have * £ |= T£( t r / x ) , and since T£(ir) is a formula in

the language of equality, if it is rram<I>p it must be rru<; already at stage 0, that is *J, |= TJ(t r /x) ,but*5, C &r
p,

hence
* p t = 7 ? ( t r / £ ) -

But then, by (A.3), *J, |= <t>(ir/x), contradicting (ii).

(b) implies (a)
We prove that for each n there exists an m such that for any allowed formula (, and for any substitution a.

* J |= <> implies * £ |= <[0/x]<r. (A.4)

By Theorem 3.2 this implies (a).
Fix an n, and let m be an integer that satisfies hypothesis (b). It is not restrictive to assume that m > n. Let C be

an allowed formula and a a substitution such that

* £ 1= (."•

If C does not contain xasa subformula then (A.4) follows immediately from the assumption that m > n. In the case
that C contains x as a subformula we proceed by induction on the structure of (.

Base step: C = X. then (A.4) follows immediately from (b).
Induction step: we consider three cases:
(1) If( = A Ci. where A is any allowed unary connective, orC = Ci <>C2. where O is any allowed binary con-

nective, then we have that either (; does not contain x as a subformula (and the result holds trivially) or the inductive
hypothesis applies.

( 2 K = V t u C i -
For each £-term t, let ft be the substitution [t/10]. Since * p ^ (,0, we have that

for each £-term t, * J (= Ci7t<7-
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By the inductive hypothesis there exists an m such that

for each £-term t, <bp* \= ft [4>/xYltc-

Since the underlying universe of * p is the Herbrand universe on C, this implies that

(3) Finally, the case C = 3w ft(f), is treated as-iVu> -ift(u>). I

A. 3 />roo/ of Lemma 4.8
Let us first state a simple property of existentially quantified formulas.

REMARK A.4 ___

Let C be any language, w and z be sets of variables, L be a conjunction of literals, / a three-valued /̂ -interpretation

and 6 any ground substitution. Suppose that w D z n Var(L). The following properties hold:
• If 3 i L6 is /rue in / then 3 w L6 is fru« in / .

• If 3 z £0 is not false in / then 3 w L0 is not false in / .
This is true in particular when i is empty and 3z L6 = LO.

LEMMA A.5 (4.8)

Notation as in Theorem 4.7. Let / , / ' be two partial interpretations. If/' C / but */»/(/ ') g * p ( / ) , then there

exist a conjunction Cj € { C i , . . . , Cn } and a ground substitution 6 such that:

• either / ' f= 3 £_,• 5_,0 while / £ 3 x,- C,-0;

• or / ' |= -.35,- 5 , 0 while / £ -.3x,- C,-0.

PROOF. Recall that * P , ( / ' ) g * / . ( / ) iff either * P ; ( / ' ) + 2 * p ( / ) + o r * P / ( / ' ) - 2 * p ( / ) ~ (or both). We
have to distinguish the two cases.

Case(l)Letussupposethat*p<(/')+ g * p ( / ) + and let us take an atom B 6 * p / ( / ' ) + \ * p ( / ) + . There has
to be a clause c £ P' \ / 3 , aground substitution 6' such that: headed1 = B and 6ody(c)0/ is frue in / ' . P ' \ P =
{ c / ' j , . . . , cl'p], then there is an integer j such that: c = cî . and body(cl'j )9

I = (Djl,..., Djr(j) ^j)?. is true

in / ' . Hence the conjunctions Dj10',..., £>Jr(j) V are all true in /'. From Remark A.4 it follows that the formulas

3 x y i 5 i l f l ' , . . . , 3 5 i i . ( j ) DirU)tfmtrueml', (A.5)

where the x, are sets of variables that satisfy the locality property w.r.L toC;andD;. We know that B = head(cl')

& — head^clj)^, but since B £ * p ( / ) + , b y Definition 2.6 we have that (3 w body{dj))ff is not true in /.where
ti = Var(body(clj ))\Var(head(clj)), that is, (3 w Cj1,..., CJ r ( i ) , Ej)& is not true in /.

For each fc, tii D i J t n l/ar(frody(cij )), now let y = tu\xj, U . . . U x,- ,. and tf be a ground extension of
& whose domain contains y. Then from Remark A.4 it follows that

(3 xu,..., xirU) Ch,..., Cjr{j), Ej )9 is not true in / .

Since EjO is true in / ' and / ' C / , then EjB'a true in / , by the locality property, the sets iju are pairwise disjoint,

hence one of the formulas in 3£y, Cj, fl,..., 3xj r ( j . ( CJ r ( J ) fl is not »ru< in / .
Since (A.5) holds also for 6, the thesis follows.

Case (2) It is perfectly symmetrical to case 1) except for the fact that it u proven by contradiction. Let us suppose
t h a t * p / ( / ' ) - 2 * p ( / ) ~ , and let us take an atom B 6 * p / ( / ' ) ~ \ * p ( / ) ~ . Therchas tobeaclausec € P \ f ,
aground substitution ff such that he.ad{c)ff = B and bodyi^B1 is not false in / . P\P" = { c i i , . . . ,dp}, then
there is an integer j such that: c = clj, and then the conjunction ( C , - , , . . . , Cj. , Ej )0I is not false in / . Hence
the conjunctions Cj , &',..., Cj r ( . C are all noifalse in / . From Remark A.4 it follows that

3 i j , Cjl9
l 3 ijr{j) Cjr(j) 91 are not false in / . (A.6)
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We know that B = heod{clj)Bl = /iead(c^)0\ but since B 6 <J>P.(/')", by Definition 2.6 we have that

( 3 w b o d y l c l ' j ) ) ? isfalse in / ' . w i t h w = V a r ( 6 o d y ( c K ) ) \ V a r ( h e a d ( c l ' } ) ) , that i s , ( 3 w D j l , . . . , D j r ( j ) , Ej ) #

a false in /' . For each k, w D £jL n Var(body(clj)), now let y = U>\XJ, U . . . U xyr(j., and 9 be a ground ex-

tension of ff whose domain contains y. From Remark A.4 it follows that

(3 *ix • • • •. *; r ( j , Dix,..., 5,-,.,,,, E; )6 isfalse in / ' .

Since EjO is notjiiiie in / and / ' C / , EjO ii not false in /'. By the locality property, the sea ijb are pairwise

disjoint, then one of the formulas in 3 xy, D,10- • - 3 x j r ( j ) DjrU)0 isfalse in I'.

Since (A.6) holds also for 0, the thesis follows. I

A.4 Proof of Lemma 5.8
LEMMA A.6 (5.8)
Let x. 4> be first-order allowed formulas and P be a normal program. The following statements are equivalent:
9a) x ^C

PROOF, (a) implies (b).
By the definition of the operator => , (b) is equivalent to

for each tuple of £-terms t, tjp($p) r= (~1)x(*/^) implies/Jj>(*p#) (= (-i
By Theorem 5.6 this is equivalent to the following statement:

foreach tuple of £-terms£, Compc(P) U DCA£ [= (-i)x('/*) implies Compc(P) UDCA£ (= (->
This is immediate by Definition 4.2.

(b) implies (a).
Let C be any allowed formula such that Compc(P) U DCA^ \= £,abe any ground substitution; we have to prove
that Compc(P) U DCA,c (= C l ^ / x ^ ] - If C does not contain \" as a subformula then the result holds trivially,
so let us suppose that ( contains xa as a subformula. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of £.

Base step: C = X<̂ - By Theorem 5.6, Compc(P) U DCA£ |= xa implies that lfp(Qp) \= x<r. By (b) this
implies that /fr(*p) 1= 0^. and, by Theorem 5.6, that Compc(P) U DCA^ |= i^r.
Since 4KJ = Ct^/x* 7 ] . this implies the thesis.

Induction step: we have to consider four cases:
(1) C = A Ci, where A is any allowed unary connective. The result holds trivially, since by the inductive hy-

pothesis, Compc(P) U DCAC 1= (-i)Ci implies Compc(P)UDCAc h (~')Cl[<WxCT]-
(2)£ = ( i O f j , where O is any allowed binary connective. Fort 6 {1,2}, either ({ does not contain an instance

of X as a subformula, in which cose the result holds trivially, or the inductive hypothesis applies to (,,.

Suppose that Compc(P) u DCA^ \= VtuCi(tu). This isequivalent to: forany £-termt, Compc(P) UDCA^
=̂ Ci (t). For each £-term t, let -yt be the substitution (t/tu), by the inductive hypothesis, we have that for any C-

tcrm t, Compc(P)UDCAc ^= C,i(t)[4*r~it/xvit\- Since DCA£ forces the quantification to be over £-terms,
and DCA£ is included in Compc(P) U DCA£, this implies that Compc(P) U DCA^ (= Vu; C,i(w)[(jxj/x^\-
On the other hand, for the case when Compc(P) U DCAc \= ->Vtu Ci(u)). a similar reasoning applies.

This falls into the previous case, since 3w Ci(«") = ->Vtu -<i(u)). I

B Fattening and Thinning: case WDCA£

Now we state two lemmata which are the counterpart of Lemmata 6.3 and 6.6, for the case in which the closure axioms
adopted are WDCA£ rather than DCA/;.

LEMMA B.I _ _
Let cl — A *- E,G. be a clause in the normal program P, x be a set of variables not occurring in (A, E) and H be
another conjunction of literals. Then
(a) If for each j there exists a k such that, for each 8, &p \=. 3 x GO implies * p (= (3 x G, H)9, then 3 x G
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(b) If for each j there exists a k such that, for each 9, &p f= ->(3 x G, H)0 implies * p (= -i3 x GO, then 3 x G, H

(c) If m is an integer such that, for each n and 9, * £ | = £ 3 x GO implies * p
+ m | = £ (3 x G, 5 ) 6 then

- 3 x 5 <ComPC(.p)^iG,H^

- the delay of 3 x G, H w.r.L 3 x G in Compc(P) U WDCA£ is smaller or equal to m.
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 i G, / / w.r.t. 3 x G in Compc(P) U WDCAr is exactly
m.

PROOF. It is a straightforward application of Theorem 5.4 together with the fact that, if GO is false in some interpre-
tation /.then also (G,H)9 is false in / . I

LEMMA B. 2 _

Let cl = A •*- E, G, H. be a clause in P and x be a set of variables not occurring in A, E. The following property
holds:
• If m is an integer such that, for each integer n and substitution 0, 3 x (G, H)0 false in 4>p implies 3 £ GO false

in*p + m , then

-3±G,H icompcW 3 i 5-_
- the delay of 3 x G w.r.t. 3 x G, / / in * £ is less or equal to m.

If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3x G,H w.r.L 3 x Gin 0>p is exactly m.

PROOF. It is a straightforward application of the fact that if (G, H)9 is fruein some interpretation / , then also GO
is true in / . I
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